
Baren Guide 

This is a guide to the baren that are available to try in our courses, some of which can be purchased from our on-line 

shop. There are many types of baren available worldwide, these are just a few. 

The test prints were all done on the same paper – Panshian (Kozo / Hemp / Pulp mix), which has a slight texture on 

the printing face. 

Baren Result Notes 

 

 

 

School King Baren 
Generally light pressure only – ok for lines and small areas 
but does not achieve a flat print easily. Suitable for use in 
schools, as the name suggests. Size and handle are not 
comfortable for adults. 
 

 

 

 

Plastic Baren 
Similar result to the School King baren, but better overall 
flatness and definition in the print.  
*Available from our shop 

 

 

 

Kurosaki Plastic Baren 
Good definition in both lines and flat areas, which are 
slightly better than the black plastic baren.  
*Available from our shop 

 

 

 

Sosaku Sumi Baren 
Good all round result, similar to the Kurosaki baren. 
Intended for light and fine work it still gives reasonable 
results on flat areas. 
*Available from our shop 

 

 

 

Sosaku Beta Baren 
Noticeably flatter, more even print in the flat areas of 
colour. Greater pressure produces a more even result. This 
baren has a larger coil, producing more pronounced points 
of pressure. 
*Available from our shop 



 

 

 

Murasaki (Fine) Baren 
Exceptional result in all areas of the print. Professional 
baren coming in several grades and sizes. This is the light 
baren but still gives clear definition in the flat areas. 
*Available from our shop 

 

 

 

Ball Bearing Baren (Kean) 
High pressure achieves good result in the flat areas of the 
print. Ball bearings however were banging on the thin lines, 
so could only apply the baren lightly, with an uneven result. 
Heavy pressure from this type of baren can damage delicate 
lines of the block. 

 

 

 

Home Made Baren 
Made with a metal bathroom ball chain, and covered with 
takekawa (bamboo sheath) this baren produced a good 
overall result. Similar to both Sosaku baren. 
We make these in our baren making workshop. 
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